
Polar Bear Box Frame

Photocopy the box template directly onto your chosen paper, one sheet for the box and one sheet for the 
frame.

Step 1

Score all dotted lines and cut all solid lines on Box and Frame templates.

Step 2

Brush Inky Blue paint on the inside edge of the box.

Step 3

To create the background, squeeze some Royal Purple and Atlantic Blue onto a mat or tile, dilute with water and 
lay the 3rd sheet of paper onto the colour, spritz with water for different effects (optional). Leave to dry.

Step 4

Products used:

PI119 

41051

PIMSBLUE            

PIMSPURP

PIMSINKY

PIMSAPPLE

PIMSFIRE

PIMSWHITE

PIFLUFFIT  

Pink Ink Designs Beary Christmas A5 
Clear Stamp 
Creative Expressions Foundation 
Card Coconut White A4 315gsm Pk20 
Pink Ink Multi Surface Paint Atlantic 
Blue 50ml 
Pink Ink Multi Surface Paint Royal 
Purple Lustre 50ml 
Pink Ink Multi Surface Paint Inky Blue 
50ml 
Pink Ink Multi Surface Paint Green 
Apple Shimmer 50ml 
Pink Ink Multi Surface Paint 
Strawberry Fire Shimmer 50ml 
Pink Ink Multi Surface Paint White 
50ml
Pink Ink Designs Fluff It Paste 50ml

Heat Gun, Glue, Foam Pads/Craft Gel, Black Ink Pad, 
Paint Brush

Box Template and Frame Template should be printed out at actual size onto A4 card using a photocopier ( can
be reduced for smaller projects if required ).The box frame when constructed will be 200 x 240 and 30 mm deep.

Step by Step Instructions

Use our step by step instructions to create this
Polar Bear Box Frame

deigned by Cathie Shuttleworth

Intermediate 1-2 hours
to complete



Polar Bear Box Frame

Glue the tabs on the frame and attach to the side of the box making sure the tabs are on the outside and 
cannot be seen.

Step 7

Select an area on the ‘background’ sheet and cut a rectangle slightly smaller than 140 x 180mm. Stamp 
snowflakes and trees onto the background adding red and white colour for extra detail. Glue the back of the 
background and attach to the inside of the box.

Step 8

Add colour to the bear and the sentiment, cut out both pieces leaving a narrow gap around the stamped lines.

Step 6

On the 4th sheet of paper stamp the bear and sentiment. With a brush, lightly stipple some ‘Fluff It’ paste 
over the bear’s body making sure you do not cover any of the illustrated lines. Thickly dab more paste over the 
bottom of the frame to indicate snow. Heat the paste with a heat gun until it has fluffed up.

Step 5

Attach the sentiment inside with craft foam pads or craft gel and add the bear to the face of the frame. Add 
splashes around the feet.

Step 9
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